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Abstract: Type 2 diabetes mellitus has been classified as the epidemic of the XXI century, making it a
global health challenge. Currently, the commonly used treatment for this disease is acarbose, however,
the high cost of this medicine has motivated the search for new alternatives. In this work, the maysin,
a characteristic flavonoid from maize inflorescences, and its aglycon version, luteolin, are proposed
as acarbose substitutes. For this, a theoretical comparative analysis was conducted on the molecular
interactions of acarbose, maysin, and luteolin with human maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM), as well
as their oxidative process. The binding energies in the active site of NtMGAM with acarbose, maysin,
and luteolin molecules were predicted using a molecular docking approach applying the Lamarckian
genetic algorithm method. Theoretical chemical reactivity parameters such as chemical hardness (η)
and chemical potential (µ) of the acarbose, maysin, and luteolin molecules, as well as of the amino
acids involved in the active site, were calculated using the electronic structure method called Density
Functional Theory (DFT), employing the M06 meta-GGA functional in combination with the 6-31G(d)
basis set. Furthermore, a possible oxidative process has been proposed from quantum-chemical
calculations of the electronic charge transfer values (∆N), between the amino acids of the active site
and the acarbose, maysin, and luteolin. Molecular docking predictions were complemented with
molecular dynamics simulations. Hence, it was demonstrated that the solvation of the protein affects
the affinity order between NtMGAM and ligands.

Keywords: acarbose; maysin; luteolin; maltase-glucoamylase; molecular docking; molecular dynamic

1. Introduction

Type 2 diabetes mellitus has increased all over the world. This sickness is the result of
the interaction between a genetic predisposition, and behavioral and environmental risk
factors [1]. This disease is treated with different drugs, acarbose (ACA) being one of them.
ACA is a pseudotetrasaccharide and inhibitor of α-glucosidase [2], which is attached to
α-glucosidases associated with the brush-border membrane of the small intestine which is
responsible for the digestion of complex polysaccharides and sucrose [3,4]. In addition to its
side effects as flatulence and diarrhea [5], another disadvantage of the ACA is the high cost
in the market. According to the World Health Organization, the ACA has a price between
81 to 302 USD per patient [6]. Moreover, the maysin (MAY) is a glycosylated flavonoid
characteristic of female corn inflorescences [7]. MAY contains a luteolin molecule (LUT)
attached to a disaccharide moiety, and it is known as a flavonoid compound containing a
structure of the C-5 and C-7 hydroxyl groups in A ring [8]. Moreover, it has been reported
that the LUT molecule by itself acts as an inhibitor of α-glucosidases [9,10]. See Scheme 1.
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Scheme 1. Molecular structure of (A) acarbose (ACA), (B) maysin (MAY), and (C) luteolin (LUT).

Some experimental works reported the effects of phenolic compounds extracted from
corn silk in combination with acarbose. They showed additive inhibition of α-amylase
at lower concentrations and antagonistic inhibition at a higher concentration of these
compounds [11]. Tadera et al. showed that luteolin, myricetin, and quercetin were potent
inhibitors against porcine pancreatic α-amylase and that the strength of inhibition was
correlated with the number of hydroxyl groups on the B ring of the flavonoid scaffold [12].
Furthermore, Jia et al. characterized and studied the antioxidant activity, as well as
the α-glucosidase inhibition activity of corn silk polysaccharides obtained by different
extraction methods [13]. In the same vein, Alvarado-Díaz et al. determined the composition
of phenolic extracts from maize silks by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) [14]. After
this characterization, it was possible to define the main phenolic compounds and the
concentration required to decrease the specific activity of α-glucosidases by 50% (IC50).
The concentration of total polyphenols was similar in all the maize silk extracts analyzed.
Flavonoids and anthocyanins concentration was higher in the extracts from color pink-red,
dark-red, and light brown maize silks. TLC analysis revealed the presence of phenolic
acids such as caffeic, ferulic, and sinapic acids, and also several flavonoid glycosides such
as quercetin, kaempferol, isorhamnetin, apigenin, and luteolin were found [14].

On the other hand, it is well known that theoretical studies are essential to pro-
vide information about the molecular structure [15], chemical reactivity [16,17], electronic
properties [18], and structure-activity relationships [19,20], among other interesting molec-
ular properties. This information allows us to determine possible interactions between
the molecules under study with other chemical species [21]. In this direction, molecu-
lar docking is used for the prediction of the union affinity between the macromolecule
(enzyme) and small molecules (ligands) [22], and it serves as a guide to identifying the
preferred orientation of one molecule relative to another [23]. In addition, since molecular
recognition plays a crucial role in promoting fundamental biomolecular events, such as
enzyme–substrate, drug–protein, and drug–nucleic acid interactions, molecular docking
calculations are widely used in drug design [24]. Complementary, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations have been used in the modeling of ACA-amylomaltase interactions,
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where the complex reveals the influence of several amino acids in the enzymatic synthesis
of cicloamyloses [25]. In this sense, MD simulations give insight into the mechanism of
action of new ligands and can provide a new direction for future designs of more effective
inhibitors [26–28]. Furthermore, theoretical studies using the Density Functional Theory
(DFT) have reported the antibacterial activity of the hydrozone and acarbose ligand [29]
based on molecular structure, electronic properties, and spectral analysis of the acarbose
and malonamide derivatives [30].

The aim of this work is to determine by DFT calculations, molecular docking, and
molecular dynamics, all those molecular properties that allow us to predict the binding
activity of the human intestinal maltase-glucoamylase N-terminal (NtMGAM) with the new
ligands. One of the most important contributions of this work is the proposed sequence of
theoretical calculations for future research with similar systems. This sequence involves
the next steps:

(1) DFT calculations, which provide useful information about the chemical reactivity of
the molecules and the most suitable areas for nucleophilic and electrophilic attacks;

(2) Molinspiration Cheminformatics for the calculations of the polar surface area and the
octanol-water partition coefficient (logP) values;

(3) Molecular docking calculations, which determine the most favorable position of
interaction between a ligand and a macromolecule by the binding energy;

(4) Molecular dynamics calculations, for measuring the stability of the binding between
these molecules, considering several contributions such as solvents, electrostatic
energy, and temperature.

The results obtained with this sequence allowed for defining the oxidative damage
between the amino acids of the active site and the new alternatives of treatment (maysin
and luteolin) and comparing these to acarbose. Another important property determined in
this work was the molecular polar surface area (PSA) and logP values, which quantifies
the permeability in cells, thus, it could be taken as a measure of intestinal absorption of
the maysin and luteolin. Besides, the Lipinski rule was used for the determination of the
highest absorption and permeability in the active site of maltase-glucoamylase (MGA)
in the presence of maysin and luteolin. This theoretical study could be a reference in
the interpretation of the experimental results as those obtained by our research group in
the work about the inhibitory effect of saccharides and phenolic compounds from maize
silks on intestinal alpha-glucosidases [14], and a study comparative of different naturals
compounds, such as quercitin, tetroconasol, and acarbose. These molecules showed high
binding ability towards α-amylase and α-glucosidase [31]. Finally, a comparative binding
site analysis of two proteins (human neutral alpha-glucosidase and maltase-glucoamylase)
indicated that the active site residues are more or less conserved, based on the docked
ACA [32].

2. Computational Details
2.1. Quantum-Chemical Calculations

The optimized structures of MAY, LUT, and ACA were calculated with the hybrid
meta-GGA M06 density functional [33,34] combined with the 6-31G(d) basis set [35]. The
solvation method of the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) [36] was used
for calculations in the aqueous phase. All calculations were performed in Gaussian09 [37].
The charge distribution of the amino acids and the new alternatives of treatments were
obtained with the population analysis of Hirshfeld [38].

Density functional methodology was used to obtain the frontier molecular orbitals:
the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the Lower Unoccupied Molecular
Orbital (LUMO), of each ligand (ACA, MAY, and LUT). This methodology provides an
excellent framework to define a set of known chemical concepts, in particular, ionization
potential (IP) [39,40] and electron affinity (EA) [39,40], which were calculated by the energy
difference E(N)-E(N−1) and E(N)-E(N+1), respectively, where N indicates the neutral molecule
and N−1 and N+1 correspond to the cation and anion radicals generated after electron
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transfer. Once the IP and EA were obtained, additional reactivity parameters were calcu-
lated, such as chemical hardness (η) [41,42], electronegativity (χ) [40,41], electrophilicity
(ω) [43], and chemical potential (µ) [44]. These reactivity parameters are defined as:

η =
1
2
(IP− EA) (1)

χ = −µ =
1
2
(IP + EA) (2)

ω =
µ2

2η
(3)

The overall interactions between the ACA, MAY, and LUT with the amino acids
involved in the active site of maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM) were quantified through
the charge transfer between the chemical species. This parameter determines the behavior
of different molecular systems as an electron donor or acceptor. In this case, it is referred to
as the electron transfer from the ligands to the amino acids of the active site of NtMGAM
or vice versa. The global interactions between ligands and protein were estimated using
the charge transfer parameter (∆N) [45,46], which is given by:

∆N =
µB − µA

2 (ηB − ηA)
(4)

The molecular polar surface area (PSA) and octanol-water partition coefficient (logP)
were obtained through Molinspiration, a free software readily available on the Web [47].
SMILES (Simplified Molecular Input Line System) was used for the PSA and logP prediction
in the ACA, MAY, and LUT. This software is a chemical notation system designed for
modern chemical information processing [48].

2.2. Molecular Docking Calculations

The crystal structure of NtMGAM was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (http:
//www.rcsb.org, accessed on 28 April 2021) PDB: 2QMJ. The molecular docking was
calculated with the AutoDock Vina software with the Genetic Algorithm [28]. This analysis
was used to explore the molecular interactions between MGA with the ligands ACA, MAY,
and LUT. The water molecules in the protein were eliminated and only the H-atoms polar
were added. The docking area is a cubic box of 26 Å of length centered at the active site.

2.3. Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics were used to study the stability of the protein-ligand complexes.
Molecular docking results were taken as the input structures for the simulations. Molecular
dynamics simulations were performed using the CHARMM36 force field [49] and the
NAMD software [50]. The resulting structures from the docking process were taken as
the starting point for the simulation. Missing residues of the PDB: 2QMJ file were added
using MODELLER [51]. Only these residues were relaxed while the rest of the atomic
positions remained intact. The force field parameters for the ligands were built with the
ACPYPE program, this is a tool based on Python to use ANTECHAMBER, in order to
generate topologies for chemical compounds for a variety of molecular dynamics programs,
including CHARMM [52,53]. Geometry optimization and charges were obtained using
SQM (part of the AmberTools [54]) with the SCC-DFTB Hamiltonian [55].

The protein-ligand systems were solvated (TIP3P water model) in a box with periodic
boundary conditions extended to 20 Angstrom in each direction. Appropriate amounts
of Na+ and Cl− ions were added to neutralize the charge using VMD [56]. Energy mini-
mization was then carried out using the conjugate gradient algorithm during 20,000 steps.
After minimization, the systems were heated to 300 K during 500 ps in the NVT ensemble.
Finally, the systems were maintained at 300 K and 1 atm during 150 ns using the Langevin
piston Nose-Hoover method [57,58]. Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) protocol was

http://www.rcsb.org
http://www.rcsb.org
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used for the long-range electrostatic interactions [59]. All the MD simulations were carried
out using a 1 femtosecond time step, a 10 Å cutoff for non-bonded interactions, and the
SHAKE algorithm turned off. Visualization and analysis were performed using VMD. The
evaluation of the root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD), distribution of distances from
some protein residues to the ligands, and the hydrogen bond analysis during the simula-
tion, were carried out also using VMD. In order to evaluate all the molecular properties of
interest over a representative statistical sample, coordinates and velocities were recorded
every 4000 configurations, corresponding to 4 ps. Then, averages and time evolution of
properties reported here were calculated in the aforementioned snapshots.

2.4. Binding Free Energy Calculations

In the present work, the binding free energy was calculated employing the Molecular
Mechanics-Poisson Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) method, originally developed by
Kollman [58]. In this method, the binding free energy between a protein and a ligand is
estimated from the following contributions,

Gbind = GPL − GP − GL (5)

where GPL, GP, and GL referred to the protein-ligand, protein, and ligand-free energies,
respectively. The free energy of each contribution is estimated by the following sum:

G = 〈EMM〉+ 〈Gsolv〉+
〈

Gnp
〉
− T〈SMM〉 (6)

In this expression, EMM is the standard Molecular Mechanics energy, namely, the sum
of all the contributions to the internal energy of the molecule (bonded terms, electrostatic
and Van der Waals interactions); Gsolv is the polar solvation energy of the molecule, obtained
from the solution of the Poisson−Boltzmann (PB) equation (in this work, calculated using
the APBS [60] package); Gnp is the nonpolar solvation energy, estimated from the solvent-
accessible surface area of the molecule (calculated using VMD), and, the last term is
composed by the temperature T times the entropy contribution (normally obtained from a
normal-mode calculation of the harmonic frequencies at the MM level). The last term was
ignored in this study due to the well-known fact that normal mode analysis calculations
are computationally expensive, and it tends to introduce significant uncertainty in the final
results [61]. The 〈. . .〉 brackets in Equation (6) represent the ensemble averages, which are
obtained from a given number of molecular dynamics snapshots (200 in this study).

For practical reasons, all the terms were calculated from a single MD simulation
corresponding to the protein-ligand complex, where the same geometry was used for all
three systems (complex, ligand, and receptor). In this study, the total binding free energy
was calculated using the CaFE [62] VMD plugin. For the PB part, CaFE used the APBS
program with the following parameters: 1.0 and 80.0 for the internal and external dielectric
constants, respectively, mdh (multiple Debye-Hückel model) for the boundary conditions,
and the spl2 (cubic B-spline) method to map atomic partial charges onto grid points.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Geometry Optimization

Geometry optimization and frequency calculation for ACA, MAY, and LUT were
performed in order to analyze their properties at the lowest energy configuration. The
optimized geometries shown in Figure 1 were obtained by the M06/6-31G(d) methodology.
Along with the properties regarding molecular geometry, the Fukui functions (FF) have
been successfully used in studies on site selectivity in molecules [29]. The susceptibility
to an electrophilic and nucleophilic attack in the atoms can be explained by these entities
(FF). This information could be used in future work for the application of carrier vehi-
cles with the studied molecules. The analysis of the FF values must be complemented
with the examination of the torsion angles of each ligand. These dihedral angles can
exhibit possible steric impediments that ligands could have within the active site of the
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maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM). Furthermore, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) were used to identify the
pharmacophore of the ACA, MAY, and LUT.

Figure 1. Optimized molecular structure of the ligands at the M06/6-31G(d) level of theory: (A) acar-
bose (ACA), (B) maysin (MAY), and (C) luteolin (LUT).

As can be observed in Figure 1A, the ACA geometry is non-planar due to the four
torsion angles present in the structure, which are C23-N26-C1-C6 with −107.06◦, H78-
N26-C1-C44 with −5.93◦, and C2-O28-C24-C16 with 105.64◦. Additionally, in the opposite
extreme of the molecule, the dihedral angle is formed among O29-C3-C25-C17 with a value
of 105.49◦. These dihedral angles are related to the steric impediment of the cyclohexane
and saccharide moieties present in the ACA ligand, affecting the binding energy with the
active site of the NtMGAM. Likewise, the electrophilic and nucleophilic attack sites were
determined through the FF, which were calculated in a minimum energy state of the ACA.
According to FF, the most susceptible site for an electrophilic attack is located on the N26
atom that corresponds to the secondary amine of the ACA, and the nucleophilic attack site
is on the C22 atom of the cyclohexane unit (Figure 1A).

A non-planar geometry was obtained for the MAY molecule, mainly in the ketofucosyl
moiety, which showed a dihedral angle of 92.80◦ for O57-C51-C5-C3. While for the L-
rhamnosyl, the torsion angle regarding C52-O67-C31-C32 registered 58.79◦. Moreover, in
the opposite extreme of the structure, a dihedral angle is formed between O8-C15-C16-
C21 atoms with a value of −178.98◦. The dihedral angles obtained in ketofucosyl and
L-rhamnosyl groups increased the rotational degrees of the MAY molecule. According to
FF the most susceptible site for an electrophilic attack is the C17 atom which is located in
the B ring, and the nucleophilic attack is for the C13 atom of the C ring (Figure 1B).

The LUT molecule exhibited a planar geometry with dihedral angles very close to
+/−180◦, except the O8-C15-C16-C21 angle which is equal to −8.87◦. For this molecule,
only the B ring presented rotational degrees relative to the A–C rings. Additionally, FF
values determined the most susceptible site for an electrophilic attack, which is the C14
atom which corresponds to the double bond C=C in the C ring, while the nucleophilic attack
is in the O6 atom which belongs to the oxo group located in the same ring (Figure 1C).
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3.2. Frontier Molecular Orbitals and Electrostatic Potential Surface (EPS)

Molecular orbital analysis of HOMO and LUMO of the ACA, MAY, and LUT were
carried out to identify regions of high electron density. These regions are known as
pharmacophores, which interact with the active site in a macromolecule. Figure 2 shows
the HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the ACA, MAY, and LUT. In the ACA molecule, it was
observed that the electronic density of both HOMO and LUMO orbitals were located in the
same functional groups (cyclohexane and amino), defining this zone as the pharmacophore
of the ACA ligand, which could interact in the active site of the NtMGAM. In the MAY
ligand (Figure 2B), the most electron-saturated zone was the HOMO orbital which is
located in the ketofucosyl moiety, while the LUMO orbital was located in both groups,
the ketofucosyl and throughout the flavonoid luteolin. For this reason, the ketofucosyl
moiety was considered as the pharmacophore of the MAY. In addition, in the LUT ligand,
the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are distributed throughout all the structures due to the
aromatic rings of the molecule, the latter indicates that the whole structure of LUT could
interact with the active site of the NtMGAM. This study was also used to explain which
zone of the ligands has the recognition ability in the NtMGAM.

Figure 2. Frontier Molecular Orbitals for (A) acarbose (ACA), (B) maysin (MAY), and (C) luteolin
(LUT) calculated with the M06/6-31G (d) level of theory.

In addition, a critical parameter for drug design is the electrostatic potential surface
(EPS) [63]. EPS maps can be employed in the binding sites analysis, focused on the
mechanism of recognition of one molecule by another. EPS maps in Figure 3 show the
distribution of the electron density in the ligands, which allows the analysis of molecular
interactions between ligands and the amino acids present in the active site of the NtMGAM.
The electron density surface is colored according to the values of the electrostatic potential
in the ligands. Therefore, areas where the molecules can act as an acceptor or donor of
hydrogen are plotted in red and blue, respectively.
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Figure 3. Electrostatic potential mapped on the electron density surface for (A) acarbose (ACA),
(B) maysin (MAY) and (C) luteolin (LUT) calculated at the M06/6-31G(d) level of theory. The color
range represents values from −4.000 × 10−2 to 5.000 × 10−2: blue = hydrogen donor zones and
red = hydrogen acceptor zones.

As can be observed, the regions with hydrogen donor behavior (blue) are the oligosac-
charide and the cyclohexane units of the ACA, as well as the hydroxyl groups. Similarly,
in the MAY molecule, the hydroxyl groups are the hydrogen donor zones (blue), while
the hydrogen acceptor zone (red) is mainly located at the oxo group of the luteolin ring.
The hydroxyl groups along the structure of the LUT presented a hydrogen donor behavior;
whereas the oxo group of the C ring can be identified as a hydrogen acceptor.

3.3. Polar Surface Area (PSA) and LogP

Polar surface area (PSA) and octanol-water partition coefficient (logP) are essential
parameters used in the prediction of ligands bioavailability. PSA is a useful parameter
that has been shown to provide excellent correlation with intestinal absorption, blood-
brain barrier penetration, and several other drug transport properties [64]. The PSA is
obtained with the sum of the surface corresponding to all the polar atoms, specifically
oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen attached to the molecules [64]. Molecules with PSA
values greater than 140 Å2 are poorly absorbed in cell membranes, while those with values
less than 90 Å2 are completely absorbed [64]. The SMILE codes for each ligands are
ACA: C1OC(OC2C(O)C(O)C(OC2CO)OC3C(O)C(O)C(O)OC3CO)C(O)C(O)C1NC4, MAY:
CC1OC(OC2C(O)C(=O) C(C)OC2C3C(O)CC4=C(C3O) C(=O) C=C(O4) C5CCC(O)C(=C5)
O) C(O)C(O)C1O and LUT: OC1=CC(=C2C(=O) C=C(OC2=C1) C3=CC(=C(O)C=C3) O) O.
PSA value for the studied ligands were 321.16 Å2 for ACA, 236.81 Å2 for MAY, and 111.12 Å2

for LUT. The analysis of PSA values allows us to predict good intestinal absorption for the
LUT, on the opposite, for ACA and MAY, we can suggest that intestinal absorption could
be limited according to the PSA values obtained.

Additionally, theoretically predicted values of octanol/water partition coefficient
(logP) have been used for the estimation of molecular transport properties, molecular
hydrophobicity, intestinal absorption, and blood-brain barrier penetration. The logP is one
of the key factors that accelerates the process of drug discovery and development [65,66].
It has been reported that molecules with logP values between −2 < logP < 5 have proper
intestinal absorption, bioavailability, and hydrophobicity [67]. The results of logP for ACA,
MAY, and LUT were −5.51, −2.84, and 1.97, respectively. Based on these results, only LUT
presented a logP value within the established range; which indicates that this molecule
could present a major intestinal absorption when compared with ACA and MAY.

3.4. Molecular Docking Analysis between Ligands (ACA, MAY, and LUT) with
Maltase-Glucoamylase (MGA)

The binding energy of the ACA, MAY, and LUT with NtMGAM were obtained through
molecular docking analysis. A negative value of the binding energy in the coupling
indicates that the systems are stable and that there is a favorable interaction between the
protein and ligands in the active site. The obtained values for the binding energy were
−7.8 kcal/mol for ACA, −9.1 kcal/mol for MAY, and −7.7 kcal/mol for LUT. As can be
observed, all the binding affinity values are negatives, which is a characteristic of stable
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complexes. Of the new alternatives for diabetes proposed in this work (MAY or LUT),
the MAY presented the greatest binding energy absolute value with the active site, even
greater than the obtained value for the acarbose (ACA), which is the most used treatment
for diabetes. As is well known, the greater the affinity of the ligand for the protein, the
easier the binding between them. This is important because the drug binding to a protein
stimulates the physiological response that characterizes the action of the drug, which means
that a series of biochemical events promote a biological or pharmacological effect [68].

When the ACA molecule is in contact with the active site of NtMGAM, the coupling
study showed thirteen amino acids involved in the molecular interactions, where only
four of them are connected in the protein sequence (Asp443-Met444 and Phe575-Ala576).
With high hydrophilic character are aspartic acid (Asp203, Asp327, and Asp542), thre-
onine (Thr205 and Thr544), tyrosine (Tyr299), Arg526, and histidine (His600), and with
hydrophobic character is tryptophan (Trp539). While for the MAY ligand, the active site of
the NtMGAM is formed by the following residues: Arg202, Thr204-Thr205, Tyr299, Asp327,
Lys480, and Asp542 presented a hydrophilic character, and the residue Trp406 registered a
hydrophobic character. Once the NtMGAM interacts with the LUT ligand, the active site
is formed by the following residues: Ile364, Trp406, and Phe575 (hydrophobic), Tyr299,
Asp443, Arg526, and Gln603 (hydrophilic).

The amino acids identified in the interaction site for ACA ligand with the NtMGAM,
coincide with some of the amino acids of the active site obtained by X-ray diffraction
reported by Sim, et al. [69] (See Table 1). These amino acids are indicated in bold). In these
couplings, the amino acid Asp203 is present, which is of great importance for the binding
of the ligands in the protein. The schematic structure of the active site and the binding
energies are shown in Figure 4.

In addition, an analysis of the formation of hydrogen bonds between the active site of
the NtMGAM and the ligands were carried out. In the case of the ACA, four hydrogen
bonds were formed with Asp203, Asp443, and His600. In the interaction between MAY and
NtMGAM, two hydrogen bonds were observed with the Asp327 and Thr205. Finally, the
LUT ligand generated two hydrogen bonds with the residue Asp443, and a π-π interaction
with the Tyr605 was obtained (Figure 5). In general, all the ligands are fully compliant with
the Lipinski rule [70,71], which states that if five or fewer hydrogen bonds are present, the
ligands could have good absorption and permeability.

Table 1. Analysis of molecular interactions between the maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM PDB ID: 2MQJ)
and acarbose (ACA), maysin (MAY), and luteolin (LUT) provided by molecular docking simulations.

Ligand Binding Energy
(kcal/mol) Active Site * Experimental

ACA −7.8

Asp203, Thr205, Tyr299, Asp327,
Asp443, Met444, Arg526, Asp542,
Trp539, Th544, Phe575, Ala576,

His600

Asp203, Tyr299, Asp327,
Trp441, Asp443, Arg526,
Asp542, Asp571, Phe575,

His600, Tyr 605

MAY −9.1 Arg202, Thr204, Thr205, Tyr299,
Asp327, Trp406, Lys480, Asp542

LUT −7.7 Tyr299, Ile364, Trp406, Asp443,
Arg526, Phe575, Gln603

* Sim, L.; Quezada-Calvillo, R.; Sterchi, E.E.; Nichols, B.L.; Rose, D.R. J Mol Biol. 2008, 375, 782–792.
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Figure 4. Amino acids of the active site of the maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM), with (A) acarbose
(ACA), (B) maysin (MAY), and (C) luteolin (LUT), and the calculated binding energy values.

Figure 5. Hydrogen bonds and π-π interaction between the active site of maltase-glucoamylase and
(A) acarbose (ACA), (B) maysin (MAY), and (C) luteolin (LUT).

The binding energy analysis performed in this section for each coupling between the
ligands (ACA, MAY, and LUT) and the macromolecule (NtMGAM) gives valuable informa-
tion for predicting the affinity with the protein. This analysis also identifies which amino
acid of the NtMGAM is in contact with the docked ligands in the active site. Moreover,
the interaction between the docked ligands and the amino acids of the active site of the
NtMGAM can be predicted by the charge transfer descriptor, and finally, the analysis of
the hydrogen bonds allows for determining which of the studied ligands present the best
absorption and permeability properties with the NtMGAM. The behavior of the hydrogen
bonds predicted here was further analyzed with MD simulations.
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3.5. Chemical Reactivity Parameters and Charge Transfer Descriptor

Once the most stable conformation and the schematic structure of the active site be-
tween NtMGAM and ligands (ACA, MAY, and LUT) were defined, an analysis of reactivity
in each ligand was carried out by means of the chemical reactivity descriptors, namely, the
ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), chemical hardness (η), electronegativity (χ),
electrophilicity (ω) and chemical potential (µ). The values of these properties are shown
in Table 2. As can be seen, the highest value of EA is 1.80 eV corresponding to the MAY
ligand, which means that it forms an anion easier than the other ligands. On the opposite,
according to the IP values reported, the ligand most prone to lose electrons was LUT with
6.35 eV. According to the η value of 2.27 eV, the MAY molecule could interact stronger
with NtMGAM than the other compounds studied here. The chemical potential (µ = −χ)
represents the tendency of a molecule to attract or transfer electrons. This is an important
parameter in the calculation of the charge transfer descriptor. Electronegativity values were
reported suggesting that MAY (χ = 4.07 eV) has the highest tendency to attract electrons.
Electrophilicity (ω) represents the stabilization energy when a system is saturated by the
surrounding electrons. According to our results, MAY has the highest electrophilicity,
which is in accordance with the highest binding energy for the MAY-NtMGAM coupling
obtained by molecular docking.

Table 2. Reactivity parameters of docked ligands at M06/6-31G(d) level theory. Electron affinity
(EA), ionization potential (IP), chemical hardness (η), electronegativity (χ), electrophilicity (ω), and
chemical potential (µ). All values are presented in eV.

Ligand EA IP η χ ω µ

ACA 0.21 6.14 2.97 3.17 1.70 −3.17
MAY 1.80 6.34 2.27 4.07 3.65 −4.04
LUT 1.70 6.35 2.32 4.03 3.49 −4.03

The µ and η were calculated in all the residues involved in the active site of the
analyzed protein. In the same way, the charge transfer between the ligands and the amino
acids was determined with the charge transfer parameter (∆N) (see Equation (4)). The
values of µ, η, and ∆N are shown in Table 3. According to the notation employed in
Equation (4), µA is the chemical potential of the ligands ACA, MAY, and LUT; and µB is the
chemical potential for the amino acids of the active site. Similarly, ηA and ηB, represent the
chemical hardness values for ligands and amino acids of the active site, respectively [46].
∆N represents the fraction of the transferred electron from one system to another [46]. These
kinds of interactions are primary indicators of specificity, rate control, and reversibility
in many biochemical reactions [72]. Additionally, this is a first step to understand the
oxidative damage process in the active site produced by the ACA, MAY, and LUT ligands,
allowing for identifying their behavior and biological activity with the NtMGAM. The
characterization of oxidative damage by the charge transfer values had been previously
used by some authors, in order to describe the oxidative and reductive reactions in other
molecular systems as DNA bases [45,46].

A positive value of ∆N indicates that the ligand acts as an electron acceptor, while a
negative value of ∆N indicates that the ligand acts as an electron donor. Therefore, the
ACA in the presence of the amino acids Asp203, Thr205, Asp327, Asp443-Met44, and
Asp542, acted as an electron acceptor, while with the rest of the amino acids, it worked as
an electron donor. Furthermore, the MAY molecule in presence of all amino acids behaved
as an electron donor. Finally, the LUT ligand in the presence of all amino acids acted as
an electron acceptor. Hence, the oxidative damage in the active site decreases in the order
LUT > MAY > ACA.
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Table 3. Reactivity parameters and charge transfer descriptor calculated for amino acids of the
maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM) interacting with acarbose (ACA), maysin (MAY), and luteolin
(LUT). Chemical hardness (η), chemical potential (µ), and charge transfer (∆N). The values of η and
µ are presented in eV.

Ligand Active Site η µ ∆N

ACA

Asp203 2.90 −2.78 0.033
Thr205 2.36 −3.11 0.006
Tyr299 2.67 −3.61 −0.039
Asp327 2.71 −2.81 0.032

Asp443-Met444 2.85 −2.85 0.027
Arg526 3.43 −3.82 −0.051
Trp539 2.58 −3.19 −0.002
Asp542 2.71 −2.99 0.016
Thr544 3.27 −3.81 −0.051

Phe575-Ala576 2.89 −3.50 −0.028
His600 2.90 −3.60 −0.037

MAY
−3.85

Arg202-Asp203 2.51 −3.43 0.067
Thr204-Thr205 2.33 −3.24 0.090

Tyr299 2.67 −3.61 0.047
Asp327 2.71 −2.81 0.127
Trp406 2.56 −3.37 0.072
Asp443 2.84 −2.84 0.123
Lys480 2.97 −3.63 0.042
Asp542 2.71 −2.94 0.113

LUT

Tyr299 2.67 −3.61 0.047
Ile364 3.33 −3.62 0.036
Trp406 2.56 −3.37 0.068
Asp443 2.77 −2.74 0.127
Ser448 3.31 −3.96 0.006
Arg526 3.43 −3.82 0.018
Phe575 2.91 −3.70 0.032
Gln603 3.20 −3.95 0.007

3.6. Molecular Dynamics Simulation Analysis

Figure 6 shows the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) for the three studied com-
plexes (Figure 6A) and for every ligand (Figure 6B). For all the systems, the RMSD reached
a stable point after 75 ns, however, amongst the three curves; the one corresponding to
MAY presented the highest variations, showing even a slight tendency to increase with
time, (red curve in Figure 6A). This could be understood by observing the RMSD calculated
only for the atoms of the MAY structure (red curve, Figure 6B). The time evolution of the
RMSD suggests that MAY has not found a stable point inside the active site pocket of the
protein; probably, the MAY molecule is “trying to leave” the hydrophilic zone.

Figure 6 also shows that the NtMGAM-ACA complex achieved a more stable con-
formation (black curve) earlier. After 25 ns, the RMSD corresponding to the ACA ligand
oscillates around a constant value (~0.3 nm). Hence, it could be assumed that ACA bonding
to the protein is stronger than the MAY interaction. In the case of the NtMGAM-LUT com-
plex, the RMSD curve (blue in Figure 6B) showed that the ligand is oscillating between two
different binding conformations inside the active site pocket. The fact that the RMSD value
of LUT is smaller (~0.2 nm) than the one corresponding to ACA, could be related to the
geometry of Luteolin, because this molecule presents fewer torsion angles in the structure,
while the acarbose exhibits a non-planar geometry with several dihedral angles. So, from
the RMSD analysis, the order in stability for the studied complexes is ACA > LUT > MAY.
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Figure 6. RMSD values of MD simulations (A) for the atoms of the complexes of acarbose (ACA),
maysin (MAY), and luteolin (LUT) with maltase-glucoamylase (NtMGAM) (B) RMSD variations after
125 ns calculated over the atoms of the ligands.

Now, to understand better the behavior of RMSD values, the interaction between
each ligand and the amino acids inside the active site pocket was analyzed. Hydrogen
bond occupancies, shown in Table 4, were calculated from the MD trajectories. In the case
of ACA, the occupancies were 98.3% and 81.09% with the residues Asp443 and Asp327,
respectively, showing that ACA remained close to these residues during almost the whole
simulation. Nevertheless, there is evidence of a rearrangement of the complex. As can be
seen, the hydrogen bonds to Asp203 and His600 (see Figure 4A) were broken, while the
hydrogen bond with Asp327 was formed again after a momentary break, and remained
stable during the whole simulation. This rearrangement could explain the shift in the RMSD
of ACA (black curve, Figure 6B). In the case of LUT, the highest occupancy with Asp443
(99.24%) showed that it stayed bonded to this residue during the whole MD simulation,
and the occupancies corresponding to residues Asp542 and Glu300 (21.12% and 11.80%,
respectively) explain why the RMSD of LUT was shifting between two different values
(blue curve, Figure 6B). In particular, LUT was forming and breaking hydrogen bonds with
these residues intermittently. MAY ligand showed a more varied behavior. The hydrogen
bond with Thr205 predicted by molecular docking disappeared during the MD simulation.
Moreover, the one with Asp327 (89.11%) remained during almost the whole simulation.
Furthermore, MAY seems to intermittently form and break hydrogen bonds with the rest of
the Asp residues present in the active site. The occupancies are 60.08%, 17.48%, and 4.07%
with Asp203, Asp542, and Asp443, respectively. Additionally, MAY forms a hydrogen
bond with Glu300 (24.59%), similar to that observed for LUT with 11.80%.
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Table 4. Hydrogen bond occupancies of the MD trajectories in ACA, MAY, and LUT with amino
acids of the active site.

Occupancy (%)

Amino acids ACA LUT MAY
Asp443 98.30 99.24 4.07
Asp327 81.09 0.00 89.11
Asp203 0.00 0.18 60.08
Asp542 3.56 21.12 17.48
Glu300 0.00 11.80 24.59
His600 0.00 0.00 0.00

The distance distributions and the distance versus time (from residue to ligand) are
plotted in Figure 7, in order to explain the MAY occupancies, which present more variations
compared to ACA occupancies. Distance distributions (Figure 7A,C) for MAY showed
more peaks, which means that MAY was oscillating between these residues (forming and
breaking its hydrogen bonds). However, when the distance versus time is analyzed (Figure
7B,D), a better understanding of the involved dynamics is observed, specifically, if the
ligands remained in the same place inside the active site or if they were moving away. In
the case of MAY, it is clear that MAY was moving away from residues Asp443, Asp203,
and Asp542, which are the Asp residues more internal in the active site. In addition, it was
getting closer to Asp327 and Glu300, which are the residues located at the outermost part
of the active site, contrary to ACA whose distances to the residues remained very stable.

Figure 7. Distribution of residues-ligand distances in (A) MAY and (C) ACA and distance versus
simulation time of (B) MAY and (D) ACA.

The lower stability of the NtMGAM-MAY complex can be understood with an analysis
of the water behavior inside the active site pocket. Figure 8 shows the number of water
molecules within a distance of 6 Å to the residue Asp443, which is located at the bottom
of the active site pocket. For the NtMGAM-LUT complex, the amount of water inside the
pocket was very close to that of the protein alone (without a ligand). In the case of MAY,
the amount of water increased considerably around 50 ns of the simulation. The inclusion
of a larger amount of water in the active site decreased the hydrophobicity, affecting the
protein-ligand complex stability. Thus, the variations of the RMSD around 50 ns of the
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NtMGAM-MAY complex (red curve, Figure 6A) could be explained for the hydrophilic
character of MAY. For ACA, the amount of water in the complex compared to that in the
protein alone decreased considerably along the simulated time. This means that there is a
hydrophobic interaction between the active site of the NtMGAM and the ACA, which is
well known for being a good sign of protein-ligand complexes stability [73].

Figure 8. Number of water molecules within a distance of 6 Amstrongs from the Asp443 residue, this
graph shows how the number of waters decreases in ACA compared to the control protein, unlike
MAY which increases the number of waters.

3.7. Binding Free Energy Calculation

The MM-PBSA method has been successfully applied to various protein-ligand com-
plexes [74–76]. This method is sensitive to simulation protocols, such as the sampling
strategy of generating snapshots [65]. Hence, in order to obtain a reliable calculation of the
binding free energy, a convergence analysis was performed. A correct Gbind calculation
implies the evaluation over many MD snapshots. For the sampling, the last 50 ns were
considered. Figure 9 shows the resulting Gbind for the case of Luteolin. As can be seen, the
variation in energy values was very small (0.012 kcal/mol) from 450 to 500 MD snapshots.
Therefore, unlike the rest of the properties, 500 MD snapshots—saved every 100 ps—were
considered statistically representative for the calculation of Gbind.

Figure 9. Convergence analysis for the Gbind calculation. Gbind value versus MD snapshots evaluated
for the case of luteolin.

Once the calculation parameters were defined, the binding free energy was calculated
for the three studied systems, giving values of −18.8903, −5.4931, and −18.1401 kcal/mol,
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for ACA, MAY, and LUT, respectively. These values confirm the order of stability of the
complexes deduced from the MD analysis presented above: ACA > LUT > MAY.

As mentioned in Section 2.4, the total binding free energy (Gbind) is the sum of the
following terms:

(1) Solvent contribution is the sum of electrostatic solvation energy (polar contribution
or PB) and non-electrostatic solvation component (non-polar contribution SA);

(2) Gas-phase contribution is the sum of electrostatic (elec) and Van der Waals interaction
energies (vdW).

The gas-phase binding energies are strongly favorable, while the solvation contribu-
tion is considered repulsive, as it includes the energetic cost of desolvating the ligand [77].
Table 5 shows the different contributions to the total binding free energy. The Ggas is given
by the sum of elec and vdW contributions, and Gsolv is composed of the sum of PB and SA
energies. As can be seen, the Gsolv and Ggas contribution for the MAY molecule presented
almost the same absolute value (67.9480 kcal/mol for Gsolv and −73.4411 kcal/mol Ggas),
giving a small total Gbind. This gives a hint that MAY is more attracted to the outside of the
active site than LUT and ACA. The reader may now notice that this explains the behavior
of the MAY RMSD (Red curve, Figure 6B) and the difference between the order of stability
predicted by MD (ACA > LUT > MAY) and molecular docking (MAY > ACA > LUT), re-
spectively. The change in this order is due to the fact that in molecular docking the solvation
contributions are not considered, as is correctly done in MD. The latter, far from indicating
that molecular docking calculations are useless, confirms the route proposed here, where
molecular docking binding energies give an insight into the stability of the complexes. The
evolution from a metastable point found with molecular docking to a lower energy state
reached in MD is common in macromolecular studies [26]. Furthermore, molecular docking
provides initial configurations for MD simulations. Otherwise, performing MD from an
arbitrary initial configuration of the systems under study would be computationally much
more demanding.

Table 5. Binding free energy contributions for ACA, LUT, and MAY complexes. All energies are in
kcal/mol.

Ligand vdW elec PB SA Ggas Gsolv Gbind

ACA −20.6092 −106.5299 113.4123 −5.1635 −127.1391 108.2488 −18.8903
LUT −1.6924 −106.7976 93.7014 −3.3515 −108.4900 90.3499 −18.1401
MAY −22.3635 −51.0776 72.2392 −4.2913 −73.4411 67.9480 −5.0346

Regarding the inhibition of the α-glucosidases, the phenolic extracts obtained from
maize silks presented similar values of IC50, however, these values were lower than those
obtained for the acarbose [14]. This coincides with the MD studies where it is shown that
the stability of the analyzed ligands starts with acarbose, followed by luteolin, and ends
with maysin.

In summary, the strategy followed in this work defined a route for the prediction
of molecular properties relevant to the biological activity of molecules. In this case, the
quantum-chemical analysis provided useful information about the molecular geometry, as
well as, the determination of the most susceptible zones for the hydrogen bond formation,
which was crucial for a comprehensive study of the interaction within the active site of the
macromolecule. Additionally, the regions of high electron density, called pharmacophores,
were identified by the determination of HOMO and LUMO orbitals in the three ligands.
These regions along with electrostatic potential surface (EPS) were employed in the binding
sites analysis. The intestinal absorption of the ligands was predicted by cheminformatics
calculations, using the molecular polar surface (PSA) and logP values. Once these prop-
erties regarding the molecules under study (ACA, MAY, and LUT) were determined, it
was possible to analyze the interactions with the active site of NtMGAM. The best position
of the ligand inside the active site and the binding affinity were identified by molecular
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docking analysis. These results were determinant to define a starting point for molecular
dynamics simulations. The stability of the coupling between ligand and macromolecule
was analyzed by these simulations where the effects of the solvent and temperature were
incorporated, showing that the hydrophobicity of the ligand is determinant to the affinity
with the active site. On the other hand, the determination of oxidative damage in the amino
acids of the active site was predicted by the charge transfer values, which were calculated
with the chemical reactivity parameters and the molecular docking results.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a study that covers theoretical predictions from quan-
tum chemistry to the molecular dynamics level, including molecular docking. The results
presented here help to understand the interactions between acarbose and the new alterna-
tives of treatment for diabetes, maysin and luteolin, with human maltase-glucoamylase
(NtMGAM), as well as the oxidative damage in the maltase-glucoamylase. These predic-
tions can also help to interpret existing results or to predict future experimental results.

The dihedral angles present in the molecular structure of ACA, MAY, and LUT, as
well as the possible steric impediments inside of the active site, were analyzed by geometry
optimization calculations. Chemical reactivity parameters were necessary to determine
the charge transfer distribution between ligands and amino acids of the active site in
the maltase-glucoamylase. Moreover, the three couplings presented oxidative damage,
being 45.4% for ACA and 100% for MAY and LUT. According to Reverri, et al. [78],
flavonoids are able to inhibit alpha-amylase enzymes by reducing postprandial glucose
levels, which coincides with the theoretical values obtained for the oxidative damage in
the LUT-NtMGAM coupling.

According to values for the binding energy obtained from molecular docking analysis,
MAY ligand presented the greatest facility to interact with NtMGAM. Additionally, the
chemical reactivity for MAY ligand, suggested greater stability when this molecule accepts
electrons from the amino acids, as well as a greater facility to modify its electronic con-
figuration in the presence of the active site. However, it is well known that the acarbose
drug (ACA) is the best strategy to decrease the postprandial rise in blood glucose and to
prevent diabetes complications [79]. Therefore, an analysis that considers only direct inter-
actions between ligands and the active site seems to be insufficient. In this sense, molecular
dynamics simulations provided a complementary methodology that incorporates solvent
and temperature effects not considered in molecular docking. Indeed, molecular dynamics
showed that ACA is the molecule that displaces a bigger amount of water compared to LUT
and MAY, which indicates the greater affinity of this ligand to the active site of NtMGAM.
The obtained results for MAY and LUT coincided with reported experimental results,
where was confirmed that phenolic compounds from maize silks can inhibit the activity of
carbohydrate-hydrolyzing enzymes such as the intestinal α-glucosidases, with similar or
lower values of IC50 than acarbose. Since any ligand-binding process can displace water
molecules from the binding site [78], it is recommended for future research to analyze
ACA-like ligands that are not very hydrophilic.
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